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Abstract. In this paper, a method for localization and
extraction of faces and characteristic facial features such
as eyes, mouth and face boundaries from color image data
is proposed. This approach exploits color properties of
human skin to localize image regions – face candidates.
The facial features extraction is performed only on preselected face-candidate regions. Likewise, for eyes and
mouth localization color information and local contrast
around eyes are used. The ellipse of face boundary is determined using gradient image and Hough transform.
Algorithm was tested on image database Feret.
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1. Introduction
The detection and localization of human faces in
images [1-5] plays an important role in applications such as
video surveillance, human – computer interface, automated
tracking of the object (human) position, face recognition,
face image database management and many others.
Most of existing skin segmentation approaches is
based on skin color. Color information is fundamental for
localization of human faces in still images with complex
background. Skin regions are detected by searching for
pixels they have skin color. The presence of skin color in
the input image is detected by applying a skin color model
based on different color space models. In the HSV model,
it is possible to separate chrominance components from
intensity component. The intensity component has no significant influence to final color appearance in the image. A
lot of skin color could be found in regions, they belong to
background or to other non-face objects, but they have the
color similar to skin. This fact results in certain level of
false localization of faces. To reduce the false face localization we analyze face aspect ratio and position. Thus
non-face regions of abnormal shape like arms or background objects of preselected color are not taken into account. Remaining skin color regions are in the next proc-

essing considered as human face candidates. Gray scale
morphological operations and information about selected
colors appearance are applied to localize face features –
eyes and mouth [8]. For face ellipse localization the Hough
transform [10], [11] is used. Success of localization depends on various conditions such illumination, skin color
tone, mouth color tone, presence of glasses, moustache,
beard and others. We applied our localization system to
face images of standard database FERET [9] and evaluated
the achieved results.
Algorithm was implemented via MS Visual C++ 6.0
using CImg library, with features for image processing.

2. Skin Color Segmentation
As input images, we use color face images of standard database FERET [9]. First step of processing contains
localization of face-candidate regions and creation of facemask. Segmented face areas are marked and visualized by
the minimum circumscribing rectangle. Then localization
of eyes, mouth and face boundaries works only through
each face-candidate region and corresponding face-mask.

2.1 Skin Color Detection
The color image is divided to three essential planes:
achromatic, transitional and chromatic one depending on
hue, saturation and intensity values.
Achromatic

S ≤ 10%, V ≤ 20%

Transitional

10% < S < 20%, V > 20%

Chromatic

(1)

S ≥ 20%, V > 20%

For testing of skin color presence in chromatic plane
we used a modified criterion based on [6]. Our modification eliminated saturated red color from the skin model.
The application of the criterion leads to better results of
skin color segmentation. Skin color criterion is used as
follows:
Thue1 = 340° ≤ H ≤ Thue2 = 350°
Thue3 = 0°

≤ H ≤ Thue4 = 30°

Tsat1 = 20% ≤ S ≤ Tsat2 = 90%
V ≥ Tval = 35%

(2)
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3. Facial Features Extraction
In the image areas denoted by the face masks, algorithms for facial features extraction are applied. We focused our attention to two of them, eyes and mouth. Both
types of features are represented by typical colors. Because
of that, we utilize color information in the YCbCr colorspace.
a)

b)

c)

d)

Fig. 1. Example of application of the original and modified
criterion for skin color segmentation, a) skin color by
original criterion, b) output image with marked face candidate regions, c) skin color by modified criterion (2), d)
output image with marked face candidate regions after
application of modified criterion.

2.2 Face Region Candidates
Now we have one or more rectangles in the image,
they contain regions of skin color. After the skin color
segmentation step the binary image of skin color and nonskin color areas is created. Then, different color is assigned
to each closed region of skin. The regions which aspect
ratio does not correspond to the face dimensions are eliminated [8]. Remaining regions are marked as face candidates. They are then processed further.

2.3 Face-mask
Found skin regions in the image contain many discontinuities and small gaps. It is useful to smooth them out.
The smoothed face-mask is created using binary morphological adjustment of skin color segment in each face candidate region. The procedure is illustrated in Fig. 2.

3.1 Eyes Localization
Human eyes contain white color that contrasts with
the surrounding face. To extract eye regions, both components – luminance and chrominance can be used. We create the final eyemap as a combination of two fundamental
eye maps. One map is designed using the luminance component by use of greyscale morphology and the second
map is designed using the chrominance components based
on color properties [4].
Since eyes contain both dark and light pixels, greyscale morphological operations (dilation, erosion) [7] can
be used to highlight these pixels around eyes in luminance
component. Greyscale dilation and erosion is applied using
hemispherical structural function (Fig. 3).
Dilation of function f(x) by structural function g(x) is
denoted (f ⊕ g)(x) and defined as
(f ⊕ g)(x) = sup {f(x-t)+g(t)}

(4)

t∈G∩Ď-x

Erosion of function f(x) by structural function g(x) is
denoted (f Ө g)(x) and defined as
(f Ө g)(x) = inf {f(x+t)-g(t)}

(5)

t∈G∩D-x

where f:D ⊂ Rn→R
g:G ⊂ Rn→R
Dx={x+t:t ∈ D}
Ď={x:-x ∈ D}
a)

b)

c)

sup(f) is supremum (the highest value) of function f and
inf(f) is infimum (the lowest value) of function f. For discrete functions, when function f is a finite set of points,
there are max{} and min{} used instead of sup(f) and
inf(f).
Hemispherical structural function is constructed as
follows
(6)
gσ(x) = |σ| ((1-||x/σ||2)1/2-1) ||x|| ≤ σ
where σ is the measure parameter.

d)

e)

Fig. 2. Face-mask creation: a) segmented skin color, b) binary
skin color map, c) skin color segments distinguished by
color, d) binary image of the face candidate, e) face mask
after binary morphological processing (opening and
closing).

Construction of eye map from luminance component:

EyeMapL =

Y ( x, y ) ⊕ g σ ( x, y )
.
Y ( x, y ) − g σ ( x, y ) + 1

Hemispherical structural function is implemented

(7)
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3.3 Mouth Map
The procedure of mouth map construction is based on
the fact that the color in mouth region consists of stronger
red component and weaker blue component than other
parts of the face. It means there are higher values of chrominance component Cr than chrominance component Cb
in the mouth region. In the mouth region, we achieve also a
relatively low response of Cr/Cb characteristic, but a high
value of Cr2.
2

Cr ⎞
⎛
MouthMap = Cr ⎜ Cr 2 − η
⎟ ,
Cb ⎠
⎝

(9)

2

Fig. 3. Hemispherical structural element for morphological
opening and closing.

according to (6), where the radius of hemisphere σ = 3 in
our experiments. The radius was chosen experimentally
with regard to eye proportion. Face candidate region is
resized proportionally to the size of 100 pixels width. For
the accurate eye segments a structural function diameter
should not be greater than an eye diameter.

⎛1
2 ⎞
⎜ ∑ Cr ( x, y) ⎟
n
⎟
η = 0.95⎜⎜
1 Cr ( x, y) ⎟
⎜ ∑
⎟
⎝ n Cb( x, y) ⎠
where Cr2 and Cr/Cb are normalized to the range [0,255]
and n is the number of pixels of face region (in our case the
number of pixels of face-mask). Parameter η is a ratio of
Cr2 average to Cr/Cb average.

Fig. 4. EyeMapL – Eye map computed from the luminance
component.

3.2 Eye Map from Chrominance Component

a)

b)

c)

d)

The eye map creation from the chrominance component is based on the fact, that there are usually high values
of blue chrominance component Cb and relatively low
values of red chrominance component Cr around eyes.
The map is constructed as follows:

( )

2
1⎧
⎛ Cb ⎞⎫
2
EyeMapC = ⎨(Cb) + Cˆ r + ⎜ ⎟⎬
3⎩
⎝ Cr ⎠⎭

where Ĉr is negative Cr, i.e. Ĉr = 255 – Cr
and Cb/Cr are normalized to the range [0,255].

(8)
Cb2, (Ĉr)2

Fig. 6. Mouth map creation using face candidate region
from(Fig. 1.(d), a) component Cr2, b) Cr/Cb, c) mouth
map, d) resulting thresholded mouth map.

3.4 Eyes-Mouth Triangle Assignation
The face mask is applied both to the eye map obtained
from luminance and the eye map obtained from chrominance and the maps are graphically adjusted in order to
achieve a better localization result. Subsequently, eye maps
are multiplicatively combined:
Fig. 5. Map of eyes selected from chrominance components
EyeMapC.

EyeMap = (EyeMapC)AND(EyeMapL)

(10)
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a)

Fig. 7. Final EyeMap and Final binary eye map.

Finally, eye map is then normalized and thresholded by
ISODATA (Iterative Self-Organizing Data Analysis Techniques). For elimination of small ineligible segments, binary morphological operations (erosion, dilation, opening)
are applied. In this way, the final binary eyemap is created,
which is shown in Fig. 7.
Analogous to eye map construction, mouth map is
thresholded by ISODATA algorithm and adjusted by binary morphological erosion and dilation.
Centers of segments on both binary maps are linked
in order to create the eye-mouth triangle shown in Fig. 12.

Fig. 9. Illustration of Hough transform. Input image (a) and
Hough parametric space (b) Lightest positions in Hough
space represent parameters of detected lines.

If we take advantage of symmetry of an ellipse, we
can reduce the problem of ellipse detection to the problem
of lines detection [11]. We look for two perpendicular lines
of symmetry of an ellipse. In other words, we test each pair
of points in a predefined distance in edge image for
symmetry. Because the ellipse is symmetric around its halfaxes, the most pairs of points should be symmetrical right
around these axes.
In Hough space, we can define parameters s=r and θ,
which represent the line of symmetry of a pair of points:

s = xsm cos θ + y m sin θ

4. Face Boundary Localization
Human face has approximately an elliptical shape,
hence we can use Hough transform for ellipse detection to
find face boundaries. Gradient image as an output of certain edge detector is used as input image for Hough transform.

4.1 Hough Transform
Hough transform enables to determine position and
proportion of any pattern of a known shape from its contours. The method is based on the transformation between
a picture space (x,y) and a parameter space. For the detection of straight lines in parametric Hough space, we use the
following equation

r = x ⋅ cos θ + y ⋅ sin θ

(10)

where θ ∈ [0, 2π] and r ≥ 0 are two parameters of a line in
a 2D parametric space.
While an equation of an ellipse has five parameters,
(two center coordinates, lengths of half-axes and angle) we
should construct 5D parameter space to find the solution. It
would be computationally very expensive.

(11)

where xm, ym are coordinates of the point in the center of
a pair of points. In parametric space, θ and s are defined as
follows:

⎛ y 2 − y1 ⎞ ,
⎟⎟
⎝ x2 − x1 ⎠

θ = arctan⎜⎜
s=

Fig. 8. Original picture and gradient image using Sobel edge
detector.

b)

(12)

cosθ ⋅ (x1 + x2 ) + sin θ ⋅ ( y1 + y 2 ) .
2

Each pair of points, that is symmetrical around halfaxis, has identical values of s and θ. The most frequently
occurred parameters correspond to the main half-axis. The
adjacent axis of ellipse has to be perpendicular to the main
axis and at the same time it should be the line of symmetry
of the investigated ellipse. The point of the intersection of
these axes designates the ellipse center and the angle of
main axis relates to the tilt of the ellipse with respect to xaxis in image space.
In our implemented algorithm, only pairs of points
with predefined distance higher than Dmin are calculated. It
has two reasons:
• Computation of points lying too close is sensitive to
noise.
• Lower computation requirements.
Localization of the face boundary ellipse is applied
only over previously localized face candidates; hence the
algorithm searches always for only one ellipse at a time.
An example of the presented process is shown in Fig. 10.
Ellipse detection can be inaccurate on two or more
overlapped faces. The result is also strongly affected by
a picture size. The same picture with a different resolution
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because of likeness of surroundings. Results of our analysis of correct face localization are shown in Tab. 2. Results
were evaluated for each kind of face separately. The relative number of each face type in tested set is also shown.
The presented method provides good results in facial
features localization of non frontal face images and also on
faces with glasses. Face and facial features localization
based on color is very fast with low computational requirements.

Fig. 10. Localized face boundary ellipse.
Face kind

Correct
localization

European

247

African

26

Asian

27

False
localization
106

300

3

118

9

Tab. 1. Results of face localization based exclusively on color
information. All 300 faces were successfully localized
and 118 nonface regions were localized as faces.
Fig. 11. Example of face boundary localization results dependent
on image size.

5. Face Database
For our experiments, we used Color FERET (The Facial Recognition Technology) face database [9]. The so
called FERET program runs from 1993 and it is sponsored
by Department of Defense (DoD) Counterdrug Development Technology Program through the Defense Advanced
Research Products Agency (DARPA). Color FERET database was released on October 31, 2003 and it contains
11338 facial images collected by photographing of 994
subjects at various angles.
We randomly chose 300 images of 165 different faces
containing every type of face (European, African and
Asian, women and men) at various head orientation, faces
wearing glasses and having moustache or beard.

Face kind

European

African

Asian

Indian

Quantity
%

Successful localization
%

male

57

80,88

female

25,30

79,68

male

5

60

female

3,70

83,64

male

5,70

95,88

female

0,70

99

male

2,33

80,86

female

0,33

100

80,51

70,05

96,22

80,73

83,25

wearing glasses

6,33

59,50

faces with beard

9,33

35,40

Tab. 2. Results of eye–mouth triangle localization. 80.73% eye–
mouth triangles were localized correctly over our test set
containing 300 randomly chosen faces. Partial results for
different face type are also shown. No triangle was found
in first step’s false localized face regions.

6. Results and Conclusion
The proposed method results from conjunction of
modified methods for human face extraction and facial
features localization. In Tab. 1, we present our results of
face localization based on color. Algorithm localized in the
first step (skin color detection) all faces correctly, but other
118 nonface objects marked also as faces. In the second
step, localization of eyes and mouth were performed only
in face candidate regions. Eye localization was successful
for the most test images and occasionally failed (particularly for faces wearing glasses). False negative eyes were
found on side faces with an exposed ear. It is due to similarity of eyemaps where an ear appears such as an eye.
Faces with strong red pigment or faces with pale color of
lips may be problematic for mouth detection algorithm
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